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WHAT IS IT ? 
This is a model of wine consuming market in two countries.  

My model is try to show the consuming of wine ( glasses per month of 
the consumers) in each country with different conditions, such as in 
different places with different gender, different income, different ages, 

different marital, different years of schooling. The consuming of wine 
divided into four places: at home, at friends’ home, at the bar or 
restaurant, other else. Each place consuming three kinds of wine, red, 

white, rose. With different gender, income, ages, marital, years of 
schooling, the consuming is different. Also, the consuming of wine 
affects the domestic production, import and export. 

Basic some following phenomenon, I assumed the data of my simulation 
model. 
In the USA, 75% is consumed at home, 20% consumed at restaurant, 5% 

at other venue. Men drink more red wine than women, women drink more 
white wine and rose wine than men. 51% of total wine drinkers is female, 
49% is male. With the increasing of knowledge, the percent of drinking is 

increasing. Older wine drinkers consume more wine at home; younger 
wine drinkers consume a significantly large portion of wine at bars and 
restaurant. 66% of total wine consumption among drinkers is domestic, 

34% is imported. The production of the wine is about 20% percent more 
than the consuming all around the world. 
In China, 50% consumed at home, 50% consumed outside, but when the 

consumers drink wine in bar, restaurant or friends’ home, they would 
drink much more. Men drink much more than women. The higher is the 
income, the higher is the consumption. With the years of schooling 

increasing, the percent of consuming is also increasing. Young consumers 
would choose drink out of home, while older consumers like at home. 
Also the marital affect the consuming. In the real market of China, only 

about 1%-2% of consumers drink wine made from grapes. The gross 
profit is about 60%. 
 

HOW TO USE IT 
Before set up, please choose the countries, the number of the consumers, 
the conditions of the consumer (gender, income, ages, knowledge, and the 

marital). If you choose gender, you should write the number of women in 
the input button “women”. If you choose income, you should write the 
number of income-A in the input button “INCOME-A”, INCOME-A is 

expressing the number of the consumers whose income is lower than or 
equal 2000$/month, INCOME-A is higher than 2000$/month. With the 



slider of “ages” and “years of school”, you can choose the ages or 
knowledge. If you choose marital, you should use the choose button 

“marital” to choose the marital.  
Click the “setup” button to set up. Then you would see the number of the 
classes of consuming with the three color of wine consuming (red, white, 

rose) in four different places. The yellow is at home, the blue is at bar or 
restaurant, the green is at friends’ home, the grey is at other places. 
Click the “month by month” button to run the simulation model. You can 

see the number of the classes of consuming is increasing month by month. 
Also you can see the bottles of wine consuming in the monitors with 
three different colors. In the plot you can see the consuming, the domestic 

product, the export, the import, and the revenue, the cost, the profit.  
 
THE MAIN NETLOGO CODE 

1. For the set up: 
(1) Clear-all. This is the code that will make the data come back zero.  
(2) Setup-sector1, Setup-sector2, Setup-sector3, Setup-sector1. These 

codes depart the consuming into four places. One example of the sectors 
is as following: 
to setup-sector1    

ask patches with [ pxcor >= 1 and pxcor <= 15 and pycor <= 15 and 
pycor >= 1]  
    [set pcolor 105                                                                 

     set n-sector  1 ] 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Each sector has almost the same codes of conditions and the create shape. 
You can change the numbers to change the size of the sector, and from the 

figure you can very easy to see the pxcor and pycor. 
  
2. The code of the conditions 

Almost all the conditions I used this kind of code: 
If (“the condition”)  
[“the create result”].  

The first condition is the different countries, and the other conditions  is 
containing in the [ ], they are also use the this code  
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if( ) [ ].  
 

Notice : To this kind of code, you are just advised to know who is the first 
one, who is the second one, who is on the same level, and to use well the 
[ ]. 

3. The create shape code 
create- turtles number. 
ask turtles 

     [ setxy 8 8 
      set shape "cup" 
      set size 2 

      set color red 
      set heading random 360 
       fd random 8 

      ] 
(1)The codes “setxy 8 8”, “ set heading random 360” and “fd random 8” 
are the codes which keep the turtles in the sector 1 and showing as a 

circle.  
(2)For the number, I used the consumers as the agents, all the numbers 
are the different compute equations based on consumers and different 

conditions. 
4. The continuing code 
(1)The continuing create 

Under the conditions code, I added the code 
set months ( months + 1 ) 
and make the create- turtles number*months 

(2) The update plots 
Firstly, I made three computations for the redwineconsuming, 
whitewineconsuming, rosewineconsuming under all the conditions.  

Then the codes are: 
set-current-plot "NAME" 
  set-current-plot-pen "COLOR" 

  plot NUMBER 
The numbers are compute equates based on the consumers, the conditions, 
and months. 

 
THE RESULTS OF THE RUNNING 
For an example, all the conditions are as following: 

In china, there are 10 consumers, “the cases” is gender, and there are 5 
women. 
(1) Set up: 

The results are as following: 
The yellow is showing the number of classes consuming at home, the 
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blue is at bar or restaurant, the green is at friends’ home, the grey is at 
other places. From the density of the sectors, we can see most of the 

drinking are at bar, restaurant, and friends’ home. 

 
(2)months by months 
After 12 months, you can see the results as following: 

 
Atter 12 months, the density is much more obvious now. Also, you can 

see the figures as following: 

 

 
 
 

 

From the figure “wine consuming”, we 
can see most consuming is white wine, 
less consumers chose rose wine. 



 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

THINGS TO NOTICE: 
If the number of the consumers is higher, the running of the model is very 
slowly. 

In the real market of China, only about 1%-2% of consumers drink wine 
made from grapes, in this model I did not show this difference. 
 

THINGS TO TRY 
By analyse the consuming of wine in different conditions, to decide the 
strategies of market selling, the product, and the import and the export.  

 
RELATED MODELS 
Graphically this simulation is inspired from " students' project works. " by 

Professor Pietro Terna University of Turin.  
 
 

 
 

And the following four figures show the production, the import, the export, the revenue, 
the cost, and the profit. It is very easy to see the trends under all kinds of conditions.  

       

 

http://web.econ.unito.it/terna/tesine


In the USA (Hypothetical data) 

w- women, m-men, A-INCOME-A, B-INCOME-B, y- years of school, c-consumers, S-single, Ma-married, d-divorced, 

 

In China (Hypothetical data) 
 

  Gender Income  Years of schooling Ages  marital 

Home red W*2+M*4 A*4+B*4 Y*0.6*0.3 0-18, c*1, 18-36 c*2, 36-54 c*4, 54+ c*2 S C*4 ,M A C*6, D C*2 

 white W*4+M*2 A*2+B*4 Y*0.6*0.4 0-18 c*0, 18-36 c*1, 36-54 c*2, 54+ c*2 S C*1, M A C*4, D C*4 

 rose W*1+M*1 A*2+B*2 Y*0.6*0.3 0-18 c*0, 18-36 c*1, 36-54 c*1, 54+ c*1 S C*1, M A C*1,D C*1 

Friends’ home red W*2+M*2 A*2+B*2 Y*0.2*0.4 0-18 c*1, 18-36 c*3, 36-54 c*3, 54+ c*0 S C*2, M A C*2,D C*2 

 white W*3+M*2 A*1+B*1 Y*0.2*0.2 0-18 c*0, 18-36 c*3, 36-54 c*3, 54+ c*0 S C*1, M A C*1,D C*1 

 rose W*2+M*2 A*1+B*1 Y*0.2*0.4 0-18 c*0, 18-36 c*1, 36-54 c*2 54+ c*0 S C*1, M A C*1,D C*1 

Bar or restaurant red W*1+M*2 A*3+B*4 Y*0.15*0.5 0-18 c*1, 18-36 c*5, 36-54 c*2, 54+ c*1 S C*2, M A C*4,D C*4 

 white W*2+M*1 A*2+B*2 Y*0.15*0.4 0-18 c*1, 18-36 c*7, 36-54 c*2, 54+ c*1 S C*2,M A C*2,D C*4 

 rose W*2+M*1 A*1+B*1 Y*0.15*0.1 0-18 c*0, 18-36 c*3, 36-54 c*3, 54+ c*0 S C*1, M A C*1,D C*1 

Other places red W*1+M*1 A*1+B*1 Y*0.05*0.4 0-18 c*1, 18-36 c*1, 36-54 c*1, 54+ c*1 S C*1, M A C*1, D C*1 

 white W*1+M*1 A*1+B*1 Y*0.05*0.4 0-18 c*1, 18-36 c*1, 36-54 c*1, 54+ c*1 S C*1, M A C*1,D C*1 

 rose W*1+M*1 A*1+B*1 Y*0.05*0.2 0-18 c*1, 18-36 c*1, 36-54 c*1, 54+ c*1 S C*1, M A C*1,D C*1 

  Gender Income  Years of schooling Ages  marital 

Home red W*1+M*2 A*1+B*3 Y*0.2*0.6 0-18, c*1, 18-36 c*5, 36-54 c*3, 54+ c*2 S C*4,M A C*6,D C*2 

 white W*2+M*4 A*1+B*4 Y*0.2*0.2 0-18 c*0, 18-36 c*8, 36-54 c*4, 54+ c*2 S C*1,M A C*4,D C*4 

 rose W*0+M*1 A*1+B*1 Y*0.2*0.2 0-18 c*0, 18-36 c*1, 36-54 c*1, 54+ c*1 S C*1,M A C*1,D C*1 

Friends’ home red W*2+M*4 A*2+B*6 Y*0.35*0.5 0-18 c*1, 18-36 c*8, 36-54 c*6, 54+ c*1 S C*2,M A C*2,D C*2 

 white W*4+M*8 A*3+B*6 Y*0.35*0.4 0-18 c*0, 18-36 c*4, 36-54 c*4, 54+ c*1 S C*1,M A C*1,D C*1 

 rose W*1+M*2 A*1+B*1 Y*0.35*0.1 0-18 c*0, 18-36 c*2, 36-54 c*2 54+ c*0 S C*1,M A C*1,D C*1 

Bar or restaurant red W*2+M*6 A*3+B*6 Y*0.40*0.5 0-18 c*1, 18-36 c*5, 36-54 c*4, 54+ c*1 S C*2,M A C*4,D C*4 

 white W*2+M*6 A*2+B*4 Y*0.40*0.4 0-18 c*1, 18-36 c*3, 36-54 c*3, 54+ c*1 S C*2,M A C*2,D C*4 

 rose W*2+M*3 A*1+B*1 Y*0.40*0.1 0-18 c*0, 18-36 c*1, 36-54 c*1, 54+ c*0 S C*1,M A C*1,D C*1 

Other places red W*1+M*2 A*1+B*2 Y*0.05*0.4 0-18 c*0, 18-36 c*1, 36-54 c*1, 54+ c*1 S C*1,M A C*1,D C*1 

 white W*1+M*3 A*1+B*2 Y*0.05*0.4 0-18 c*0, 18-36 c*1, 36-54 c*1, 54+ c*1 S C*1,M A C*1,D C*1 

 rose W*0+M*1 A*1+B*1 Y*0.05*0.2 0-18 c*0, 18-36 c*1, 36-54 c*1, 54+ c*1 S C*1,M A C*1,D C*1 


